Press release

Evan Kasper takes on management of US business at
Medici Living
Berlin, 7 July 2016. Evan Kasper is the new US Managing Director at Medici Living. In this
role, Kasper is responsible for expanding the US market for co-living projects. Medici
Living already operates a property for shared flats in Los Angeles, and others are
planned. Medici Living runs the world’s biggest platform for completely digitalised
marketing of living space. The company is already active on the German market with
co-living properties in Berlin, Hamburg, Munich and Frankfurt am Main, and it also has a
project in Amsterdam. Evan Kasper will report to Ferdinand von Fumetti, co-founder and
Managing Director of Medici Living.
“We are delighted that in Evan Kasper we have found a manager with an excellent
network and industry experience for our US market entry. Mr Kasper will conclude
contracts for the first project developments in our target markets of Washington DC,
New York and Los Angeles in the near future, as well as identifying additional markets,”
comments Gunther Schmidt, founder and CEO of Medici Living.
Evan Kasper has moved to the company from CBRE Management Consulting, where he
was most recently responsible for strategic optimisation of customer portfolios by way
of value-based management. He specialises in the areas of strategic consulting, change
management and process optimisation. Using modern property management methods
and marketing solutions, Kasper achieved sustainable cost savings. “As a result of his
activities at CBRE, Evan Kasper has contacts throughout the whole country, giving us
excellent access to the market,” says Schmidt with confidence.
Kasper obtained his Bachelor of Business Administration in Finance at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas.

About Medici Living
Founded in August 2012, the start-up company Medici Living GmbH from Berlin is Germany’s first
professional shared flat operator. The company manages and lets fully equipped and furnished
rooms in shared flats in Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Frankfurt am Main, Amsterdam and Los
Angeles.
www.medici-living.de
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